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Publishf'd· by Students of Fairfield University, Fairfield, Conn.

Webster To Receive
Degree From Fairfield
Margaret Webster, a Shakespearean by birth, and the greatest
woman director of Shakespeare productions, will take part in the
University's festivities celebrating the Bard's quadricentenniaI. She
will receive an honorary Doctor of Humane Letters degree at the
convocation here, May 16. The famed director will also take part in
the panel discussion on "Changing styles of Presenting Shakespeare."
Margaret Webster, whose father and great-grandfather devoted a
lifetime to Shakespeare, has earned the rare distinction in the theatre
of being an outstanding director of Shakespeare's plays. Among her
more noteworthy effor~ have been the staging of Maurice Evans'
RICHARD II which up to her time had not been seen on Broadway
since 1878; and the Evans HAMLET which was the first full-length
version ever preSented in New Y o r k . - - - - - - - - - - -_ _~
She also scored successes with ..
her direction of Helen Hayes and'
Evans in TWELFTH NIGHT, with
Judith Anderson in MACBETH,
with Paul Robeson in OTHELLO,
. and Canda Lee in THE TEMPEST.
Drama critic George Jean Nathan
'Two veteran members of the
called her "the best director of old student council are vying for
the plays of Shakespeare that we
the first post position in tomorhave."
row's election 'of officers and
She has staged THE MERrepresentatives under the newly
CHANT OF VENICE at startratified constitution which inford on Avon and MEASURE FOR
cludes wide legislative responsiMEASURE at the Old Vic. For .bility and and an as y~t_\l!I":-'
two seasons she toured her own
pub lis h e d disciplinary code.
Shakespearean Company from
J 0 s e p h Santangelo and Wilcoast to coast. In addition, she
liam Schuck, both Juniors.--..are
was a co-founder with Eve Le
expected to attract a large numer
Gallienne of the American Reperof voters to the polls, particutory Theatre and was the first
larly members ofthe Senior class
woman to stage opera at the
who have lately taken an interest
"Met" (DON CARLO, AIDA, and
in the affairs of the Government.'
SIMON BOCCANEGRA). Miss
The race for the vice-presiWebster has also played Shakesdency is somewhat a different
pearean roles and is the author
tale.· The two nominees, David
of SHAKESPEARE WITHOUT
Bannon and Thomas Schlueter,
TEARS.
both SOPhomores, have had little
Her great-grandfather, Ben
.first hand experience in the stu-

Student Gov't
Elections Thurs.

(See MISS WEBSTER, page 6)
.

".

Elgart To Play
At Senior Week
By GILBERT CASS
Package Deal' tickets for the
1964 version of Senior Week go
on sale today in Xavier cafeteria
for an unprecedented low price
of $13. Included in the pri'ce is
Student- Faculty Day, June 3, Annual STAG Banquet, June 3, the
Senior Prom, June 4, Senior Picnic, June 5 and party at the Fairfield Beach ClUb, Friday evening,
June 5.
Parents Weekend, which begins
June 6, has been priced at $4
per person and letters have been
sent to all parents explaining the
events which include a barbecue
and an evening of dance under the
. stars. Each year the committee'
'strives to cover all the costs of
events without accumulating a
profit. The $13 figure has been
arranged to allow all the Seniors
to attend each event during the

(See CANDIDATES. page 5)

$20~OOO "Class

Gift"
Presented To Library

FATHER SMALL AND JIM WHITE, '64
James H. Duquette, President
of the Class of 1964, today announced that the Class will
present their "Class Gift" to the
Fairfield University Library.
Following the example of the
two previous classes, the class
has pledged a sum of about
$20,000, which will be presented
to the Rector on Class Day,
June 7.
The library ·contains some
60,000 volumes at the present
fime. With the demands of a fast
growing academic community. it
is necessary for the Library to
grow at a rate at least equal to
that of the rest of the school.

The Class of 1964, with their'
gift to the Library fund, hope to
provide the Library with a steady
annual income from the dividends
of the investment of their gift.
"A University is only as good as
its academic reputation," Duquette noted, "and feel that over
a period of years our gift will
have a very positive effect in
estaiJIishing Fairfield Universr.j
3.;n·~n;; the best libera! arts colleges in the Ea:><."
Each book purchased with
Class of '64 funds will contain
a stamp inside the cover com.memmorating the class.

LES' ELGART
week. However, tickets for individual activities will go on sale
at a later date. The Prom ticket.
will be $10 at that time, and the',
picnic and beach party together
will be $5.
. There are good dance bands
.and then there are good dance
bands. This fact led the Senior
class to join their Junior fellows
in the prerogative of indecision
during the last week. (There are
good class presidents and then
there are good class presidents.)
The 1964 Senior Week 'Committee headed by Jim Curtin rejected a previous proposal when
they signed the Les and Larry
Elgart Orchestra to play at the
Prom, June 4 at the Longshore
Country Club. The Prom is slated
as lead-off event for the weekend
which includes parties and picnics for seniors, their dates and
their parents.
The Elgart Band, recognized'
by many as the country's outstanding dance orchestra, recently won the top award in a poll
conducted by the Associated
Press. The' famous musicians
record on the MGM and Columbia
labels•
. The week's activities .begin
Wednesday when students and
faculty will join in sporting competition including softball, bolley
ball and a golf tournament. The
annual banquet sponsored by the
administration will afford and entertaining evening. The Prom
Thursday evening precej1es' the
picnic and beach party scheduled
for Friday afternoon, evening,
night and wee small hours, etc.
Parents get into the act Saturday afternoon and evening at a
clam bake on campus and an
evening of dance under the stars~
Baccalaureate sermon and
Mass is at 10 a.m. Sunday morning, and life begins (commences)
.at 10 Monday•
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Rector's Recepti~n Honors
Se~ior Fellowship Winners
Thirty three Fellowship and Assistantship winners of
the 'Senior CL1SS and their families were honored by Very
Rev. James E. Fitzgerald S.J .. president of the University at
an informal reception. held May 3 in Loyola Lounge.
The winners were also received by Rev. James H.
Coughlin. S.J .. Rev. Robert Varnerin. S.J .. chairman of the
Graduate Scholarship Committee: and Faculty representatives
Dr'. AIbert Abbott. Dr. John Barone. Dr. Joseph Grassi. Dr.
Thomas McInerney. Dr.' Gerard McDonald. Dr. Vincent
Murphy a'nd Dr. Robert Pitt. all of whom are members of
the Graduate Scholarship Committee. Also present were
student representatives James Duquette. J ames D~vidson.
Richard Lawless. and Charles Biolowas.

Dean To Get
Forum Report .
The sfx student members of
the Academic Forum will submit
their reports of this semesters
study to Dean Coughlin this week. I
The courses treated were nonmajor courses in Theology, history, . language, general science,
sociology-psychology and English.
Fr. Coughlin reque sted that
the Forum study the general education offered here at Fairfield.
His reason for this was that
many high school students were
entering with advanced work behind them, and today's graduate
schools are highly specialized in
one field of study.
Forum members formulated
their reports from the response
received from students in the'
courses studied. These reports
will be used by Fr. Coughlin as
approximately one third of his
data in evaluating the merit of
Fairfield's general education
courses. The other two thirds
consists of two reports by Doctors DiRenzo and Murphy.
"Dryness" was the major
(See ACAD. FORUM. page 5)

The total 'cash' value of the
awards offered was over $200,000,
and they went to approximately
one out of every eight seniors.
The following' is the list of
those who were honored at the
reception, and who have received
grants as of this printing.
MR. ROBERT C. ANDERSON
National Public Health Service
Fellowship in Hospital Management•
MR. NOEL C. BALTHASAR
Teaching assistantship in Mathematics to Fordham University.
MR. JOHN BRADFORD Two
year fellowship to University Of
Toronto for studies in Psychology.
MR. JOSEPH BREEN Teaching
assistantship in Chemistry to
Duke University. Mr. Breen was
also offered similar awards for
studies to University of Virginia
and University of Maryland. He
will attend Duke University.
MR FRANCIS E. CROWLEY
award for Russian Studies at the
Russian Institute at Fordham University.
MR. FRANCIS P. CUNNINGHAM Tuition Scholarship at Georgetown Law School.
MR. MICHAEL CURLEY will
atte.nd Harvard University for
English graduate studies. Mr.
Curley was also offered a tuition
fellowship at Notre Dame University.
(See FELLOWSHIPS, page 2) .

.• pa,

Queen Jane Reigns
At Do wood Festival

DOGWOOD FESTIVAL QUEEN Miss Jane Derksen receives her crown
from Celeste Yarnall, Miss Rheingold 1964.
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,Fellowship Winners
(Cont. from page 1)

AED Invests
13 New Members
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_C_A_M_PU_S_P_E_RS_O_N_A_LI_TY_.

accepted an 'award for graduate
MR. JAMES D. DAVIDSON
studies in Physics at Brown Unigreeted the award winners in his
Last Wednesday, May 6th, the
versity. He also received similar
official capacity as president of
Connecticut Alpha Chapter of Alawards
for
study
at
Virginia
the' Student Council but was also
At the first Fairfield Art Expha Epsilon Delta, the InterPolytechnic Institute, Purdue, St.
honored for his Tuition Fellowhibit this Saturday Senior David
national Pre- Medical Honor SoLouis Univ., Georgetown, Fordship for studies in Sociology at
ciety invested thirteen new mem- . Lang will be exhibiting some of
ham, and the University of IlNotre Dame University.
his works.
bers during the initiation cerelinois.
MR. THOMAS DETULLIOwinmonies held in the Biology LabMR. STEPHEN A. MANGO has
ner of the Andelot Fellowship
oratory in Xavier Hall.
received fellowship aid for stufor studies in Spanish at the
The new members accepted
dies in Astrophysics at GeorgeUniversity of Delaware. Mr. Deinto the Society were: Seniors,'
'town
and
Catholic
University.
Tullio was also offered a teachWalter Donnelly, '64; Gregory
MR. THOMAS E. MEATH has
ing assistantship at Boston ColWalsh, '64; G. Anthony Holt,
received a fellowship for studies
lege which he declined.
'64; The Juniors, Joseph Colin Rehabllitation Counselling at
MR. FRED DIBATTISTA aclins, '65; William Graziadei, '65;
'cepted a teaching assistantship in, . the University of Southern Illinois.
Richard Kraus, '65; Charles HeMr. Meath is himself a handicapChemistry at the University of
menway, '65; Gerald Sabol, '65;
ped student who is expected to
Connecticut. He was also offered
John Pantelei-Molnar, '65; Frangraduate
with
honors
from
Fair,a similar award by Boston Colcis Tedesco, '65; Roland Zwiefield University.
lege.
bel, '65; and the Sophomores,
MR. ROGER P. NELSON has
MR. ROBERT W. DILLON has
,Francis Cunningham, '66; and
accepted a teaching assistantship
accepted a teaching assistantship
Mark Kelley, '65.
at the University of Michigan for
for studies in English at Ohio
Dr. Donald J. Hoss, moderastudies in Chemistry.
University.
tor of the Fairfield University
MR. THOMAS J. NYCZ has
~VIR. GEORGE DONAHUE acchapter, the only chapter apaccepted a teaching assistantship
cepted an award for studies in
proved by the National A.E.D.
for
studies
in
Chemistry
at
the
, Biology at Western Reserve Unioffice. in the state of ConnecUniversity of Delaware. He also
versity. He also was offered simticut, exorted the outgoing memwas offered similar awards for
ilar awards for studies at the
bers (presentSeniors)to continue
studies at the Univer sity of MaryUniversity of' Wisonsin and the
the traditions of our fine preland
and
the
Polytechnic
Institu-:
University of Oregon.
medical program by maintaining
te of Brooklyn.
. the high standards expected of
MR. J. KEVIN DORSEY acMR. JAMES M. O'CONNOR has
cepted a research fellowship for
them.
accepted a teaching assistantship
studies in Biochemistry at the
, OA VIO LANG, '64
The Society ·is an affiliated
for studies in Chemistry at PurUniversity of Wisconsin. He also
society or' the American Associadue University. He was also ofwas offered similar awards by,
Dave has always been intion for the Advancement of
fered similar awards at the Uniterested in art, however, his forPurdue University and Tufts UniScience, an associate member of
versity of Maryland and the University.'
the American Council on Educa- . mal training did .not start until
versity of Colorado.
last summer, when he attended
MR. KEVIN M. ECCLESINE
tion and National Society for
MR. FRANK F. PALMIERIhas
the Silvermine Art Guild in Silwho will attend the University of
Medical Research, and a memaccepted a teaching assistantship
vermine, Conn., doing Life
Southern California for studies in
ber of the Association of College
for graduate studies in biology . Honor Societies.
studiE?s. He is now taking nightly
linguistics, has been awarded a
at St. John's University.
three year National Defense Edu- ,
MR. VICTOR E. SMILGIN, JR.
cation Act Fellowship.
has accepted a three year NaMR. JOHN J. EMPOLITI who
tional Defense Education Act
will attend Rutgers University for
Fellowship for studies in LinguiMathematics graduate stuaies has
stics at Georgetwon University.
received a teaching assistantship
MR. MICHAEL SMITH has acfrom thfs U11iversity. Healsowas
cepted a teaching assistantship
offered a similar award from the
for studies in Mathematics at
Courant Institute.
Michigan State University.
MR. STEPHEN C. GALLAGHER
MR. THOMAS E. SULLIVAN
has received a tuition scholarhas accepted a teaching assisship for studies at the New York
tantship for studies in ChemisUniversity Law School.
try at the, University of Florida.
MR. RANDOLPH T. HARPER
He was also offered a similar
will attend Ohio Stat~ on a fel- '
award for stUdies at Kansas State
lowship for studies in PsychoUniveristy.
logy. He also was offered simMR. -VICTOR URBANOWICZ
ilar awards for studies at Pur- ,
has accepted a - fellowship for
due University, University of'
studies in English at Marq\lette
Syracuse and Catholic University.
University. He also was offered
MR. WILLIAM J. HOEHLER
similar award by the Univerwill attend Colum'Jia Law School
. 'asity
of Notre Dame.
with a tuition scholar ship. He
MR. THOMAS J. VITKA has
also was offered a similar award
accepted a fellowship for studies
for studies at the New York Uniin Rehabilitation Counselling at
versity Law School.
, the University of Buffalo.
MR. JOHN J. HORVATH has
Award winners who were unable
been- awarded a Woodrow Wilon
to attend this reception were:
F'ellowship for studies in GerMR. PETER J. BRYG Honoraman at the University of Penble .Mention Woodrow Wilson
nsylvania. He also was offered
Scholar. He will attend the Unia German Government fellowship
ver sity of Pennsylvania for gradfor studies in Germany.
uate studies in English.
MR. LAWRENCE E. LAVIGNA
MR. JAMES COTTER has rehas accepted an award for studies
ceived an award for studies in
in Psychology at the University
Law to N.Y.U. and Fordham Law
of Delaware. He was also ofSchools.
'
,
fered a similar award for studies
MR. PETER E. JONES will
'at Waterloo University, Waterpursue graduate studies in Egyloo; Ontario.
ptology at Brown University. He
MR. RICHARD M. LAWLES S,
was offered a fellowship for stupresent to greet the award windies at Johns Hopkins.
ners as prefect of the Soldality
MR. PAUL V. SCOTT acceptof Mary, was also honored for
ed a fellowship for studies in
his fellowship to study Theology
Pharacology at Yale. He was,
at the University of Notre Dame.
,offered similar awards for stuMR. JOHN A. LECHUS has
dies at stanford and Tulane.

courses at the Paier School of
Art in New Haven, and is also
attending Mr. Lukac'S seminar in
· art here at the University.
This summer Dave is going to
France to study art, and will also
tour Switzerland and Italy, where
he plans to make the picturesque
landscape SUbject of his brush.
Ultimately he hopes to pay for
his trip by selling these paintings
when he returns.
At the. 'Art Exhibit here on
Saturday he is exhibiting several
water colors, some oils and many
· of his drawings. Six of his etch· ings willalso appear in this year's
final issue of New Frontiers.
Dave prefers to work with
water colors and his favorite subject matter is nearby New Eng,land sC(i!nes. The work he likes
best, as of right now, is the portrait he did a few weeks ago of
, Joe Breen, which he is exhibiting
at the show Saturday.
Next year Dave will be attending the Mass. General Hospital
. School of Me,dical Illustration in
pursuit of his career in the field
of medical art.
When asked what he thought
about the availability of art
courses here he said they were
sufficient for the size and type
of school we have'. He also urged
more students to give art a try,
and see if they have any talent.

-~-

Clampett's Sport Center
"Store of the Stars"

WONDERING ABOUT A
GIFT FOR GRADUATION?
Well, buy a sporting gift which will please
the graduate.
Clampett's features a long line of equipment
in all sporting fields.
,Fairfield, Conn.

1555 Post Road
259-5846

Lei's say lor a minule, IhiS is• yOU.
Once you wear the gold bars of a second
lieutenant in the United States Air Force,
what's in store for you?
Well, you may fly an aircraft entrusted with a
vital defense mission. Or you may lead a
research team tackling problems on the frontier of knowledge. You'll be helping to run an
organization that's essential to the safety of
the free world.
Sounds like you'll be called on to shqulder a
good deal of responsibility, doesn't it?
But when you come right down
to it, that's what your college

years have been preparing you for. You've
got ability and a good education. Now's the
time to put them to work!
You'W have every opportunity to prove your
talents in the Air Force. By doing so, you can
put yourself and your country ahead.
If you're not already enrolled in ROTC,
you can earn your commission at Air
Force Officer Training School-a threemonth course that's open to both men
and women college graduates. To apply,

U.• 8. A.-r FOrCe

you must be within 210 days
of graduation.
' -=-
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Dogwood E nds Social Season
Word of Thanks From Chairman Grazadei

THE REVIEWING BOARD composed of (left to right) Mr. Palko LUkacs, Rev. Thomas Burke,
S.J., Dr. Donald Ross, and Mrs. R. Pearson interviews one of the finalists in the Queen's
Contest.

I would like to extend my
deepeSt appreciation and thanks
to my chairmen and the Class of
1965 for their time and invaluable
efforts during the Dogwood Festival. The tremendous success
which the Dogwood turned out to
be cannot be credited to anyone
person, nor to the chairmen
themselves, for it was the combined efforts of the entire Class
of '65.
We have seen Fairfield University grow toward the maturity and'
purpose on which it was founded
and the attitude, actions and cooperation .of the students who at- .
tended is an exemplification of
such growth. No matter how much
time and planning is put into such
a weekend its success rests with
the individuals who attend; there-

fore, it is to you especially that
I wish to extend my sincerest
thanks for making the Dogwood
Festival '64 such an entertain, ing event.
Also I wish to extend the gratitude which I an my chatrmen
have for the Administration of
Fairfield. Their able assistance
and their note of confidence gave
us a felling of security and responsibility. ,
Finally I wold like to thank
all of you for the wonderful time
I had. To see each one of you
enjoying himself to the utmost
gave me the greatest' satisfaction anyone could possibly have~
Sincerely,
Bill Grazadei '64

I

THE QUEEN OF THE FESTIVAL, Jane Derksen, holding bouquet of red roses, poses with
Miss Rheingold (to her left) and her royal court at the Longshore Country Club.
SENATOR DODD in his Communion Brunch speech hurled a stinging
challenge at Catholic college students. The renowned legislator from
Connecticut said that the Western world was doomed if it is satisfied
with materialism tempered with democracy, and urged students to
return to the philosophy of tl}eir fOrefathers.

HAMBURGERS AND HOT DOGS seem to be the center of attraction
at the Dogwood Picnic which was held at Sherwood Island.•

THE SUNDAY MASS; celebrated by Rev. Richard Rousseau, S.J.,
was held out doors this year in the formal gardens behind the
Faculty Residence, Bellarmine Hall.

--

....

KING AND QUEEN

THE CHAD MITCHELL TRIO runs through one of their songs which
made this year's Concert one of the most entertaining ever. They
were the climax to a perfect weekend.
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Convocation: An Honor
The Fairfield University Convocation honoring William Shakespeare
and the American Shakespeare Festival Theatre in Stratford which takes
place this Saturday on the campus is
a great moment in the short history
of the University,
The celebration of the Bard's
400th Anniversary will attract three
thousand personalities from the theater. literary fields and public life.'
During the course of the day the
participants will view Shakespeare's
comedy. "Much Ado About Nothing" at the Theatre in Stratford. and
hear a panel discussion on "Changing
Styles of Presenting Shakespl!are" in
which most notable personalities will
take part. Among them are Margaret
Webster. renowned director and actress; Elliot Norton, Shakespearean
critic and lecturer; Joseph Verner
Reed. Chairman of the Board and
Executive Producer of the Shakespeare Festival Theatre; Dame 'Judith
Anderson, widely acclaimed actress;
and Douglas Seale and Allen FletclJer.
both resident directors at the Theatre.
This school will make history during the afternoon when the President
of University, Very Reverend James
E. Fitzgerald. S.J. presents Mr. Joseph Verner Reed. Margaret Webster
ann Dame Judith Anderson with
Honorary Degrees of Humane Letters.
and again when Mr. George Bagshawe Harrison, regarded throughout
, the world as the finest Shakespearean
scholar. presents the featured address.
The advancement of the theatre
and l,iterary arts has long been a primary goal of the Society of Jesus in
their schools. This event is the apo:

To

fairfield

gee of all their past work in this field
in all of the Provinces of the world.
It is. therefore. with great pride that
we look forward to the arrival of
-this day and these great names in
literature and the theater.
We are happy. too. that we have
, at Fairfield men whose excellent reputations in these fields will make the
Convocation an inestimable success
Rev. John Ryan. S.J. Chairman of
the Convocation. has looked forward
to this event for many seasons. His
background as a lecturer. student at
Boston College and Harvard. and as
a professor and former Dean make
,him ideally suited to this occasion.
Members of faculty in all depart.ments are to be highly regarded for
their instruction, learning and constant attention to such programs as
the Convocation. The enviable
knowledge of Rev. John L. Bonn.
S.J .. Mr. Robert Emerich. one of the
top collegiate directors of plays in the
East, Mr. Arthur Riel and Dr.
. Thomas McInerney will add im'mensely to the austerity of the day.
The STAG and the students of
the University congratulate and
thank the administration, Fr. John
Ryan and Fr. Thomas Burke, S.J.
'for their unrelenting help throughout
the semester. We thank. also, Miss
'Elsie Lengyel and Miss Barbara Olsen. secretaries to Fr. Burke in the
Public Relations office for their untiring patience and work.
We welcome our honored gues1ts
and friends to the University. Their
presence is a compliment to schooL'
the faculty and the students.

The Year In Retrospect
Year-end is a time tor inventory.
This will be the last issue of the
STAG before classes adjourn until
next"Fall. For the students of Fairfield this is year-end. Since this time
is and has been customary for the
looking -back to see what one has
done or not done, the STAG now
pauses to turn and view the tracks
Fairfield University has left in the
path of Academic Year 1963-1964.
Perhaps everyone has forgotten by
now the victories of, our ColIege
Bowl team. ana the boost this gave
not only to matters academic but also
to the formation of a more definite
spirit and personality for our school.
The Publicity Office under new direction made significant contributions
'towards a better-known Fairfield that
were both original and imaginative.
Our' Bellarmine Lecture Series was
by far the best yet. The Symposium
on the Behaviorial Sciences and the
up-coming
commemoration
of
Shakespeare's Anniversary are two of
the finest events to take place on campus. Perhaps the most important'
development this year, however. has
been the changes in curriculum and
the great deal of thinking that has
been evidenced in the areas of Fairfield's academic betterment. The credit above all goes to our Dean of
Studies.
We have seen other advancements'
also. The formation of the Film
Society has brought a widening of
cultural and artistic interest., The
combined efforts of the political clubs
to have a well. informed student body
is a step in the right direction toward

the benefit of the school as a whole.
Our unique playhouse had its second
successful season. The Student Government has at least made a beginning
the outcome of which remains to be
seen. Sports has made :its contribution
this year with the new rugby team
and with a fine showing in the face
of challenge.
This is not meant to be an allinclusive coverage of the past year
but a picture that touches upon the
highpoints sufficiently welI to prove
that the year has been of worth. In
brief, the above represents what we
,have done. but there is ,another side
to this coin. What we have not done
is nawralIy less pleasant to remem,oer, but it would be wrong to .try
to avoid it. Nevertheless. it will serve
.no purpose now to turn in against
ourselves wi,th reproach and regret'
for what has not been accomplished.
'Time is too short. and next year is
a fresh start. So, with oW' focus on
the ground ahead we shalI n!Jt forget
the undone that is behind us, but
we shalI put it in its proper place.
The STAG hopes that this year
is a point of departure not of contented arrival at which we plan to
stay. The progress that has been made
this year is gone, it is already a part
of what we are or should be. Next
year we must move forward from
this or we wilI falI back. There is
no standing still. This is why the
STAG hop~s to see greater fulfilIment
of what has been started. 'and a
tough-minded determination ,about
those things that were lacking.

To The Editor:
If you students want something of true
Last Sunday I and a girl from the Univalue for which to petition, your ideal
versity of Bridgeport went to see what we
moment is at hand. I entreat you te start
felt would be an evening of enjoyable enimmediately before they bury a great,
tertainment. It was more.
great s.how. stags arise! I promise you an
Together we shared along with an enevening of unparalleled pleasure and
,raptured audience three houseofbriIliant,
stimultion. If after" seeing the perforexciting theater. _
mance yo\.! feel I falsely cajoled,Ipromise
Mr. Emerichs' production and unique
t() replace your money. Come on stags!
presentation of MACBETH was thrilling. I
Let us re,ally go marching in! Don"t let
left our Fairfield University stage comthis opportunity pass you by.
pletely moved, knowing I had witnessed a
If ttiis is any indication onhe potential
spectacular drama. I will not be so bold as . here at Fairfield, then the adage that
'; to assume the position of a critic, beFairfield is the Notre Dame of the East
,cause my endeavors would only effect - will h.,~..ome Notre Dame is'the Fairfield
boring reading matter. But I would like to
of the West.
comment on the great acting of our
McTague '65
stUdents. '
The sense of pride felt for my colIege
is beyond my sparse vocabulary. SUch intense moments I have selfom felt for anything or anybody. lowe that unique feeling
to my felIow students who labored heavy'
i h()~rs to create such a masterpiece. Men
like Jim Majoros and Bob McDonald, to
whom I am deeply indebted.
'
'. At the last show, many students were
,turned away because our small but:
"PLUSH" theater could not accommodate,
all. Who is the culprit who says the
To the editor:
show must terminate its record breaking,
When I was accepted at Fairfield Uni,yet all too short run? What man has the
versity, I was toid, as were many dthers,
right to rob us of the once in a lifetime
of the lack of dormitory space for incomchance to teel the titillation of love? This
ing, FRESHMEN, and that I would be
'show cannot .stop now! Enough students have
forced to stay in a private home for a year;
,not been lr3~'en the ,opportunity of seeing
my FRESHMAN year. My parents' were,
-this tribuhf fo our school.
(and still are) against this, but under the
, You 'aTe!Jprobably alI wondering when I
assumption that this off-campus liVing
am going to arrive at my complaint, for I
would only be FOR A YEAR, they con:have never read a letter in the stag that
did not complain about,or propose some- .sented.
thing. Far be it from me to be an ex,:, , Two weeks ago I had a rude awakening.
As my freshman year ends, I find that I,
ceotion.
and many others, may once again next
I aetvocate, beg, and yes, Father, even
year be forced to ;'enjoy" the "advansupplicate that this show be extended for
tages" of off-campus liVing. It seems
another seven performances; The'se spethat, there is not enoUgh room for all the
cial shows would be only for those stusophomores who wish to live in the dor ms.
dents who have been so flagrantly robbed,
This is highly probable. But I somehow
of something we crave and need. The cost,
fail to see the justice of a freshman living
of each show must be made rock bottom
on campus, while a veteran of one year of
so that all barriers are removed.
torrential rains, raging blizzards,llnd conBut the weary actors shout, "What
stant thumbing is forced to go through
about those exams?"
another year of it.
I suggest that every actor ofprill)e
I" and many other freshmen, want "on. "
importance be granted anacademicdeferWe aren't asking for a miracle; only for
rment until all students desiring to see it
what WaE promised us. Now that the big
have been satisfied. Many of those teachers
topic is our new constitution.shouldn'tw€
who were also enthralled by one of eight
have a little justice in the "front' office"
MACBETH showings agree that it would be
to go with it?
an egregious error to kilI Macbeth now Sincerely,
before he had a chance to live and grow and'
Charll:!s Radda '67
impress alI.

f.reshman Questions
Off-campus Status
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C.K.S. Elects
Soph Members
The Cardinal Key Society has
named the 10 new Sophomore
members choosen April 28.
They are: Francis Cunningham, Paul Handal, Gerald Leary,
Edward Miggins, Richard Molteni, William Pintauro, Raymond
Smith, Kenneth Studerus, Stephen
Vogel and Francis Zaino.
These new members will raise
the total membership of the Key
to 36 for the coming year. By
1967 the membership in the organization should be raised to 42.
The new officers too over for
the last meeting of the year,
planning for the Senior Parents
Weekend, Shakespeare Festival,
and Graduation exercises, at
which the Key will participate

Sodalists Elect
New Officers
The Sodality has elected officers for the coming year. They
are: William Burns '65 Prefect,
Michael Fix '65 Vice Prefect,
Robert Beeman '66 Secretary and
Robert Lapinski '65 Treasurer.
This year the Sodality was in,volved in several formal projects
as C.C.D. Classes, eccumenical
seminars with Protestant ministers, and two trips to New York
with underprivileged children
from Bridgeport. Last Saturday
they took several children to the
World's Fair.
This year was the first full
year that the new Cell system
was in operation, and accordiQg
to past Prefect Richard Lawless,
it didn't quite reach expectations,
however, some c('llshaveworked
quite well, Am'Jng projects accomplished by \'arious cells have
been a surv,-,y of opinion on the
SUnday Liturgy, spade work for a
better vocational gUidance, and
work to inform themselves on the
student government before elections took place. This last project was carried out in line with
the policy that the Sodatlst should
be active in the society in which
one is in.

Acad. Forum
-

(Cant. from page 1)

complaint 01 the non-major ps'y-chology-Sociology stUdents. Psy- ~
chology students asked for more
visual demonstrations and experiments which could take place
during the double period to relieve the monotony. Sociology
students" asked' that more emphasis be put on specifics rather
than generalities, more modern
applications instead of theories
and principles.
The problem with modei"n language was reviewed as the lack
of appeal for language courses.
Students also critized the language lab as dull and useless.

Candidates
(Cant. from page 1)

dent
Government. However,
Schlueter served as a popular
class officer-this year, while
Bannon took an active role in the
Connecticut Intercollegiate Student Legislature where conffrmed reports ranked him as
among the promising personalities ofthat organization which annually sponsors a mock state
legislature in Hartford.
Candidates for treasurer are
Robert Brennan and Michael J.
Kelly, both are Juniors.
The offices will be voted upon
by the entire student body. The
candidates for the legislature
will be voted on only by the students that the members will represent.
In the Class of '65, running
for the two legislative positions
as dormitory representatives are
Bichard Kappenberg, Robert
Carr and Jack Pecka; for off
campus representative is Bob
Rooney; for the three day student
positions are Charles Hemenway,
Norman Roberts and John Fracassini; and for the at .large
post is Michael Dillon and Leonard Pietrofesa.
Candidates for the Class of'66
legislative posts are Tom Finn"
Ray Smith, Donald King, Ed DellaBitta, Jack Criag, Jim Moore
and Pete Sztaba for the four dorm
student representatives; H. David
Megan for the off campus spot;
and John Emery, Ron Santora,
Will Philie, Jerry Buckley, Jim
E. McDonald and Neal Rist for
the two da)' student positions.
-The Class of '67 candidates
are Kevin Ryan, Kevin McGovern and Bernard Daly for the
three dormitory representati ~es;
Bill Zeckman, Art Donnelly, Philip Sinisgalli and Brian McMullen for the off campus post; and
Andy Barrett for the Day student representati ve.
There have already been thirty
seven applications for Justices to
the Conrt.

The general science students
stated there was too much
memory and too little appreciation for the scientific method. It
was advised that science courses
should be gi ven earlier to inJerest possible majors. A suggestion was made that biology,
physies and chemistry should be
incorporated into one general
science course stressing method
rather than details. Also mentioned was that laboratory work
should be stressed.
Some students of theology requested that courses be more applicable to their spiritual lives
and that they answer some of the
contem'}orary questions. Others
felt courses should be more challenging to traditional religious
structures of thinking. The Scripture courses were described as
stressing minor details instead
of meaning. World Religions was
the most popular course, and
found the most interesting. Sacram~nt§ an<Lthe Liturgy was gen-

Courant Prof.
To Give Talk
On May 16, Professor Wilhelm Magnus of the celebrated
Courant Institute of Mathematical Sciences will be "Guest LechIrer" at the Inservice Institute
for Mathematics and Science
Teachers (sponsored by the Nation Science Foundation), according to Professor Robert E. Bolger, associate director of the Institute.
Professor Magnus was born in
Berlin, Germany, and received
his Ph.D. at Frankfurt, Germay in 1931. Dr. Magnus was a
Roc.kefeller Foundation Fellow
during the academic year 19341935. He was a member of the
faculty at Gottingen from 1945 to
1948 and on the faculty of the
California Institute of Technology
at Pasadena from 1948 to 1950.
Dr. Magnus has been at the Courant Institute since 1950.
Professor
Magnus
is a
specialist in Group Theory, Electromagnetic Waves and Special
Functions of mathematical physics. His publications include an
article on Group Theory which
appeared in the Encyclopedia of
Mathematical Sciences (2nd German edition); and applications of
Elliptic Functions (in German and
Polish). He has also worked on
"Higher Transcendental Functions"
(Bateman Project3 vOl$.) and is a co-author with
Fritz Oberhettinger of "Special
Functions of Mathematical Physics" which has appeared in both
German and English.
. tpe subjects of Professor
Magnus' lecture will be "FuChtap: Groups" and" Automorphic
Fun ti6ns." The activities will
'begll1' at 9:00 a.m. on Saturday
morning, May 16~ in Room 212
in Xavier Hall, with an initial
lecture by Dr. Magnus from 9:00
to 10:00. This will be followed
by Coffee and discussion until
10:30 and then Dr. Magnus will
continue.
erally approved, but some suggested more relation with other
studies and current events.
Dogmatics ',vaf> viewed as not'
relating such important questions
as the redemption and human
rights. "Theology and Sanctity"
was condemned as not being a
college text book. The Layman
in the Church was scored as
being idyllic in one class and'
appreciated by the other for its
lack of work and its open spirit
in class discussion.
'The report on underclass English stressed the opinion of students that the courses we re not of
a collegiate nature in many cases.
Such techniques as "popular
novelS," "rationalistic rhetoric" and a general lack of
depth were heavily criticized by
'students. The report recommended honors work in English
for compent students and the
possible forming of a Great Books
(See ACAD. FORUM, page 6)

keep well groomed a!
I

YOUR ON CAMPUS
BARBER SHOP
Gonzaga Rm. 1
Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon:
thru Sa!. - closed on Wed.
Deodorant. hair tonic and
other grooming needs can
be . obtained here. .

Two Soph. Spanish Majors
Win Scholarships To Chile
and will also attend a seminar j
Brian B'eaudin '66 and Joseph
Chilean Affairs, four classes (
Chrzanowski '66, both Spanish
which are to be conducted by tb
majors, have been awarded an
US Ambassador to Chile, th
eight month scholarship thwugh
Honorahle Charles W. Cole. A
Fordham University to study at
classes, with the exception ofth
the Catholic University of Chile
seminar, will be conducted j
in Santiago. They are to leave
Spanish.
May 15 by jet for Miami, and
As preparation for the pro,
will travel to Chile from there
gram, 'a three week intensiv
hy Peruvian Airline.
refresher course in the languag
The purpose-gf this program
is given them upon their arr!
is to increase mutual understandval. They also received, compli
ing in t~e Americas, and to give
ments of the U.S Department (
interested qualified students an
State, a four day briefing i
opportunity to study and aquaint
Washington during Easter Weel
themselves with Latin American
To qualify for this program, j
Countries.
is necessary to have a goo
This is the fifth year Fairacademic standing, and to have
field students have participated
working knowledge of the Spanis
in this program. Juniors Gerard
language.
Wolf and William Flahive have
At the University in Chile the
returned from Chile this Feburary, and senior Kevin Ecc1e- - will have an opportunity to part
ticipate in extra cUrricula an
sine participated the year before.
social activities to acquaint then·
Brian and Joe will study at the
selves with the customs and hab
Catholic University during the
its of the people. Accomadation
academic year from April to
will be in the home of a fami!
December. (The academic year
in Santiago. and they will hav
differs there because it is on
ample opportunity to travel.
the other side of the equator,
Also on this trip will be tw
and the seasons are rever~ed.)
students from Fordham, two stu
They will take courses in Spandents from st. Peters, and on
ish and Spanish American Literaeach from St. Francis, Colum
ture, Latin American History,
bia, and st. Josephs.
Constitutional History of Chile

Dr. DiRenzo Given Grant
For Anthropology Studies
Dr. Gorden J. DIRenzo, professor of sociology here at Fairfield has received a National
Science Foundation grant for
studies in anthropology. He will
participate in the Anthropological Institute at the University of
Colorado, bel,ng one' of the forty
college and university professors
, invited to attend.
Dr. DiRenzo's principle research interests have focused, on
the general question of the theoretical relationships betweenpersonality structures and social systems. Much of this work
has
involved cross-cultural
studies involving research focus-

READY FOR
SUMMER?
You will find LIS readywith our University and
Prep shops stocked 'with our
famous lightweight suits,
sport coats and all the colorful leisure items that have
made Rogers Peet the important label in young men's
clothing for over 90 years.

~OqtiU\ fPeiC e~
Out+itt~u t~

"Ange"

ing on the general question <;
"national character." Dr. Di
Renzo intends to explore:, the an
thropological dimensions of thi
problem through his participa
tion in the institute.
Dr. DiRenzo was educated a
Harvard and Notre Dame. He dio
research during the 1960-61 sea
son at the University of Rome
under a grant from the ItaliaJ
Government. In 1961, he wrote :
monograph on "Juvenile Delin·
quency and Public Opinion," fo:
the Ford Foundation. He is th,
author of a forthcoming book
"Power, personality,: and Polio
tics."
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O~NION

'Best Man' One Of Best Films
of the front-runners is able to
get the necessary number pf
votes. So, as to be expected,
the mud-slinging begins. It is
this facet of the campaign that
reveals to us just who is the
best man. Besides this obvious
element of conflict, there is
great internal conflict with the
Secretary of State.
"The Best Man" has some
insights of its own' that would
not be expected from such a
mm. The religious positions
held by each candidate and the
actions they follow show that
Vidal finds the practice of
Christianity (not, the essence)
to be a hypocritical shield behind which one may hide his
true self.
Henry Fonda plays, the
idealistic intellectual with a
strength that outdoes his portrayal of Robert Leffingwell in
the inferior film version of
" Advise and Consent." His
swiftness and coolness of
charcter, combined with carefulness of judgment, make him
the seemingly ideal candidate.
Margaret Leighton gives us a
fine bit of acting as his estranged wife.

As the 1964 national eleotions
draw near, the interest in politics is renewed in just about
everyone. This then is an opportune time for "The Best
Man" to have opened. Here is a
political film, of which there
have been many, 'which has
pU:1ch and is realistic (Which is
a rarity). This screen adaptation of Gore Vidal's 1960 play
has consideI:ably vitalized and
put more depth into the original
Broadway production.
Secretary of State William
Russell
(Henry
Fonda)liberal,in favor of civil rights
on all levels, married "play,boY," who quotes famous men
and doesnt' believe in a 'personal God, opposes Senator Joe
- Cantwell (Cliff Robertson) conservative states' rightist,
crusader out to expose the Mafia
as part of the Communist conspiracy, religious man who
"spreads God around like ketchup" in his campaign, for the
Democratic presidential nomi,nation. Each seeks the support
of the dying ex-president (Lee
Tracy) who as yet has not decided on who is the best ma~
After several ballots, neither
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Man,
the
stampede's
on
for

Cliff Robertson is fiery as
Senator Cantwell. His impetuosity in the campaign and
intensity of charcter say well
for his acting abilities. He is
much improved over his performance .in the mediocre "PT109." Edie Adams play his wife
much as she herself is.
Lee Tracy portrays the ever
practical ex-president with wit
and vigor. About 70 years Old,
he still enjoys "a good political battle." Not a man of.
ideals, he thinks the best man.
to be one with no great ideals,
rather one who uses good means,
in treating "the people." He
finds fault in Russell for not'
making' snap judgments, and
with Cantwell for feeling that·
the end justifies the means.
Anne Sothern is fair as the
number one socialite Mrs.
Gammidge. Shelley Berman
overdoes it as the ridiculous
war companion of Cantwell who
<;Q..me s .up with the condem~~
information about the Senator's
past.
Gore Vidal's script shifts
from being overly obvious and
external to begin cunningly
subtle and implicative. The setting of the political convention, .
the intensity of OPposition, and
the tremendous conflict of
character add up to making
"The Best Man" a winner.
DAVID BANNON

Acad. Forum
(Cont, from page 5)

BRASS RINGER

program.
A spokesman for the forum,
Richard M. Lawless, '64, said
that this interchange of view between the Dean and the student
body was a good indication of the
concern' for student opinion by the
Administration. Lawless also
stated "People should not get the
idea the Forum is some king of

On the Road
The day would be ahotone. Jeannot Lapin could tell that the moment
he crawled out of his bunk and heard a locust humming in the trees. It
was pretty early in the morning for locusts. Jeannot stretched and
felt good all over, even though he remember this, would be his last
day home.
So Mere Lapin packed a little lunch for him right after breakfast,
and Jeannot set out to spend the day at his thinkin' place, under the
great Mulberry tree near the grove of Mimosa. When he had waved a
fond good-bye and started on his climb over the seventh hill, he took
,a deep, breath, gazed all arou'nd, and decided it was such a beautiful
day he just couldn't believe it. "If only I could comprehend," he
thought, feeling he could sink down to his knees and stay there
forever.
But before long 'he reached his place and spread out the big polkadot hanker chief that belonged to - who else but their farmer
friend, and lay down to read in the Mulberry shade. The whole day
passed like that in an ocean's breath, so that Jeannot couldn't tell
, if he'd been there half· a second or all his life.
The sun was setting though, and he got up to leave. A lilac scent
carried to him on one of the sun's last rays, knocking him off balance
for a second and mixing up his sense of- time. Jeannot turned to go. A
wren down the hill spied his funny silhouette hopping down the hill,
all laden down with his equipage and accented against the rosey sky.
Gradually he disappeared, carrying with him the joys of another day.

* * *

Well, for some lucky seniors, this will be the last Onion Patch
they'll see. Sometimes, you know, the writer of such a column can get
a guilty conscience, because it is his job to point out things for
criticism. No matter how much of worth he sees, he sees things that
can be better. And he sees others that are radically wrong. An unbalanced picture can result from not reading all that's between the
lines.
'
, So enjoy this, your last Onion Patch. I've got no. criticisms for
,you. In fact, I'm right proud to have known you. Besides, to this Junior
you've been our social security, our ancient and revered elder
brothers. After you've gone - yoiks - that means we'll be in your
shoes.
Anton Chekhov once wrote a very penetrating story about people on
the road,. influencing each other, or perhaps passing up that opportunity forever. We've been on the' same road now for three years. I
don't suppose we'll ever appreciate the value of a certain common
experience, or an attitude, or even of a single word casually spoken.
I can remember some, and I thank you for it.
tI Ave atque Vale." - Catulus.
magic elixir for academic problems, and that once it applies it..
self to a problem, immediate
changes will corne about. This
'type of report is a truer indication of our scope and function."
. Government non-majors reviewed this course as one of
general opinion and having no
relation to contemporary governments.

Go see K%ne/ Keds fly
with the Bell rocket be/I
at the N. Y, Wor/d's'Fair
Wonderwor/d Show.

\

I

Hop to it, meet the new "Brass Ringer," it really gets around. It's
clean and lean, With man-size brass eyelets and wraparound toe
guard. Long on looks, strong on comfort, great on wear. Made of
washable cotton duck in a new smoky white chino, also in white.
Medium width, sizes 5 to 12, 13, 14,
,
look for the blue label
Stampede on ·down to your nearest store
and let 'em rustle 'y' up a pair. Ask for
"Brass Ringer" Keds® today! It's a

0 .

United States Rubber
Rockefeller Center, New York 20, New York

PATCH

Miss
Webster
fr..,nt. flOm page 1)
Webster, -actor-m'anager of the
Theatre Royal, London, was the
first person in 200 years to play
THE TAMING OF THE SHREW
on an open stage, and with the
Christopher Sly scenes included.
He own father, Ben Webster
III, was noted for his Shakespearean roles. He played with
Henry Irving and Eleen Terry.
Margaret Webster was born during a New York engagement of
her father and her actress
mother, Dame May Whitty.
"My parents objected to a stage
career with the usual insincerity
of theatrical parents," says Miss
Webster. At the age of eight she
performed in a Nativity play di,i.'e<;'8d oy Ellen Terry~SlIe mari;:,
her professional debut in Sybil
Thorndike's performance of THE
TROJAN' WOMEN. Her first
Shakespearean role was at the age
of twenty as the Gentlewoman in
'John Barrymore's London presentation of HAMLET, an appearance remarkable for the fact that
immediately after her entrance
the lights went out for three
minutes.
Her first real assigilment as
a director was drilling eight
hundred women for an outdoor
presentation of HENRY VIII. Af- .
ter this she was continouslybusy
as an actress and director, with
directing c h 0 res gradually
crowding out personal apperances.
.

Whether you're off to boarding school or already know how to ride
one, the surf is a symbol of summer. G~t into it faster, smoother,
come vacation time, , , by flying Allegheny home. Our flights are
short and sweet, our Group fares ditto .. , to dozens of points in this
collegiate corner of the land, including the biggest jet-connecting
terminals, Check our schedules, too, for prom dates and. Commencement-bound parents, Aboard Allegheny, you don't have to stand,
Low Group Fare, for example:
One-way to Philadelphia, only $7.75 plus tax,
Call your travel agent or 334-5545

On and Off
the Campus

AllEflHENYAlllllNES DRINK PEPSI.
YOUR

FLIGHT GATE TO ';THE WORLD'S

FAIR
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SPORTS PERSONALITY

N':'i:~~~~~'

Thb week's spJrts personality
is an easy-going track tri-captain, Bruce Linsky.
Bruce, a 6'1", 165 pound sellior from Metuchen High School,
New Jersey, ran track at Metuchen and was a sprinter on the
Ne:w Jersey state CYO cham'pionship track team as a senior.
Bruce participates in a wide
variety of events as his prowess
on the ciders is displayed by his
diversity, He is usually seen
, runrring the short sprints which
: include the 100 and 220 yard
dashes. This sprinter is the
'team's num::>er one man in the
hop, skip and jump event, and
has been clocked in the low
hurdles in a fast 26.9 seconds one-tenth of a second short ofthe
school record. Bruce runs the anchor leg of the 440 relay and
when he finds time, he also enjoys the broad-jump in which his
jump of 21 5" is two inches be' record.
low the school

I

BRUCE LINSKY,

'.64

golf team of Fairfield University
won, lost, ai1d placed tenth out of
thirty participaats in the New
York MGA tournament.
On Apl'il 20 the stags met
and defeated Quinnipiac on their
home course. Meehan, Stanley,
O'Connell, L'Hommedieu, Chisholm, Reiss lli1d Cullen compiled
51/2 points to Quinnipiac's 11/2.
Tom Meehan was low me1alist
with a very fine 75.
At the hands of Wes 1,eyllil Uni-'
versity's expe .. ii~need team Fairfield lost 6 to 1 onGthe shcoh~ehaven C.C. course. erry ,IS-.
holm defeated his man ;:>f the' 1
point.
On Tuesday April 28 the team
of Paul. Reiss, Gerry Chisholm,
Dave stanley, Ben O'Connell, and
Tom Meehan pal'dcipated i:l the
New York Mei!"opolitan Golf Association Intercollegi.ate Championships. The stag contingent,
placed tenth out of thirty PlalYin g
in this tourney at the Rock an d
C,C. in Rockland, NeJI y";,,,.

During his three year career .Fairfield could undoubtedly field
on the track squad, Bruce has at-, another undefeated track squad
INTRAMURALS.
tained many honors and distin- . as we did last year,"
With the spring sports season
guished himself as one of the best
Beneath
this fascade of
quickly coming to a close, the
runners in Fairfield history. As a
seriousness, Bruce is usally conintramural sports softball league
sophomore at the College Track
sidered as an easy-going fellow
reaches its climax this week. To .
Conference, a meet held after
with a practical joker nature. Who
date,
the Campion 4 squad seems
each track season, Bruce took
can forget the Westport Incident
-fourth place in the broad-jump
last year in thw ooded wilds of ' to be dominating the league. With '
the likes, of Rafferty, Captain
and won a medal for the Stag . Westport with a couple of "shotStewart, C a van aug h, Fort,
cause. Last year, however, he
up" basketball players! It is also
Monks, and Kilty leading the
was not able to participate in this
a widely accepted fact to the class
pqwerful hitting attack and Andy
annual contest due to a bruised
(and faculty) that from Bruce
Donnelly doing the chucking, this
. ankle, an injury he received while
are ignited many of the campus'
team has rolled up an impressive I
jumping in the last meet of the
pranks, "loud" or otherWise.
4 and 0 record over the first
season; he anxiously awaits the
'This sumllJer Bruce and a
three weeks. Gonzaga 3 with Mr ••
CTC meet this year and hopes for
couple of classmates plan to work
J. Madden, S,J. doing the hurling
other medals in his usual fashion.
their way out west, across the
has !lad some trouble this year,
Last season, he ended the year
country. A marketing major in ,perhaps the physical education
as high scorer with 85 points.
BBA, ,Bruce will be comprogram at Shadowbrook isn't up
This point total is a school record
missioned a lieutenant in the Mato par.
and he has a good chance to
rine Corps this coming SeptemThis should be the deciding
break it again this year before he
ber and looks toward the future
week with the two unbeaten teams
graduates.
with the Marines,
playing off for the league crown.
Bruce would like to see the conCampion 2 in third place with '
We
hope
that
our
track
captain
dition and care of the 'track imonly
one loss, to Campion 4
will break the tape to the top in
proved as he calls the condicould be in the running if both
the
Marine
Corps,
as
he's
done
on
tion of the track 'for the recent
unbeaten teams. loss this week.
the cider at Fairfield,
High School Invitational Track
League Standings May 5th, '64
Meet, held two weeks ago, as
4-0
Campion 4
"'pitiful preparation." In feLoyola 2
2-0
(Cont. trom page 8. col. )/
ference to the team's record
Campion 2
3-1
which stands at f - 5", he says,
2-2
Gonzaga 2
Again miscues hurt the batmen
"The squad is losing due to three
Campion 3
2-2
as five errors were committed.
reasons. First of all, our two
Loyola 1
1-2
Bart Rossi had the only hit,
top runners were in:u:eu in the
Loyola 3
1-2
collecting a single to left in the
beginning of the seas'on and-their
0-3
Gonzaga 1
third
inning. breaking. the
points were sorely missed. Not
Gonzaga 3
0-3
pitl!her's bid for a no-hitter.
having a great number of boys
running, we had to depend largely
on these two fellow's and once they
BRIDGEPORT
were hurt, so, was the team. Also,
the poor scheduling of meets was
another reason. We ran three
meets in the week immediately
Kings Highway Rt.1A
after the Easter break,Cand, of
Exit 24 Conn. Tpk.
course, Bermada didn't exactly
IN
TOWN"
"TOPS
help the situation any), a time
FO 7-4404
when the team as a whole was
90 KIngs Highway Cutoff
out of shape. Thirdly, and least,
Fairfield, Conn.
A Convenient
bad weather has held off practice
sessions thus hindering the boys
Stop'
For Your
ED 3-9555 - FO 8-9471
-~ from getting into shape."
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The end of this present school year also marks the end of4
this reporter's editorship on the STAG. For ,this final column
I
it has become more or less customaTy' for the departing
1
editor to point out the things he would like to see as future
I
development.s on the sports scene at Fairfield University.
'Ii

In a previous column, I dealt with the Unive'rsity's 'need
for a field house. Not a smaller gym for the prep, but a bigger gym for the Universi~y, is what should be included in
'the Administration's plans fora gre<1Jter Fairfield. We need

.j
j

room to grow.

"':~,_

!
.

Take Conn. Thruway
Exits 23'or 24

Just 5 minutes from campus

• Finally, there are many students here who have the ability
and the time to play in some sport blit who aren't taking
the time to tryout for the various teams. The most important improvemen't tHis school could, see, would .be to ha~e
everyone with the ability to play various ~rts, try thea,
hand at them. September is as good a time as any.

THE

.COUNTY CINEMA
120 Kings Highway
Fairfielt 334:"1411

Next time monotony makes
you feel drowsy while driving,
working or studying, do as
millions do ... perk up with
safe, effective NoDoz tablets.
Another fine product of Grove Laboratories.

I
I
.
}

I

FAIIRBD,.~

, Sodal Stationery and Engraving - Greeting Cards - Distinctive
Gi,.. - Printing - Wedding Invitations· - Announcements and
Visiting Cards - Gift Wrapping and Service - Crane's and

1

other·fine papers.

i

•

f.

FAIRFIELD LAUNDROMAT
POST ROAD, FAIRFiElD
NOW PICKS UP ON WED.. AND DELIVERS O~ fRIDAY
IN THE MAIL ROOM, CAMPfON HALL
THE BEST IN LAUNDERING
WE FOLD 'EM TOOl

It

YOUR BEST BET
•

FOR SCHOOL FASHIONS

•

FOR SPORTS FASH~ONS

•

FOR DRESS FASHIONS

BRIDGEPORT

without harmful stimulants
. NoDoz keeps you mentally
alert with the same safe refresher found in coffee and
tea. Yet NoDoz is faster,
handier, more reliable. AbSQlutely not habit-forming.

.

1310 Poll· ....

It's

THE SAFE WAY to stay alert

j'

BLUE BIRD SHOP

James Bond is back, but
not until May 20th in his
new incredible adventure

If you thought "DR. NO"
was good, wait until you
see this one. All the smar1
people are seeing it, so
why don't you?

1

l

Recommended by AAA

"FROM RUSSIA WITH
LOVE"

j

J

. 'Why not swimming and wrestling teams in' the near
future? We don't have to build our own pool in order' to
. have, a.swimming team; nor would a wrestling team be expensive to finance.

MOTOR INN

Friends and Relatives

j'

.

BASEBALL·

"Competition is really getting
l' ough and the oppositions' underclassmen is what is hurting us,
most. What we need are our own
Frosh to take up next year. We
have a handful of Frosh that have
tremendous potential in varsity
, track but they won't take the disciplined initiative that is required
to run track. If these fellows
wo~ld
discipline themselves,

J

While on the subjeot of, facilities, it can be noted that the
present baseball field, also shared with the ,prep, is not as
good a field as we can afford. There's plenty of room on this
campus for facilities ·that the University alone can lay claim
.to, buildings and fields 'big enough to suppor,t growing teams.

s

GREEN COMET
DINER

:i

';,1

NOTICE
Makeup credits at Summer
Session.
.
BROADWAY· TUTORING
SCHOOL
New Haven

ARNOLD'S
PRESCRIPTIONS
SUPPLIES
SUNDRY NEEDS
FAIRFIELD SHOPPING
CENTER

Sports

Fr.. The Sports
Desk
Pag~ 7
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rJROWN AND MANHATTAN DROP BATMEN LOSE THRILLER
RUGGERS IN FINAL MATCHES 4-3 TO'HARTFORD HAWKS

by crisp paSSing.
In the B game against Manhattan, tries were scored by
Jim Sullivan, swift stag hooker
and Ray McDermott, who by his
own admission broke thru nine
tackles on the way. Bob Perry
made both conversions as the B's
defeated Manhattan's B's 10-6.
This Friday, the Harvard Business School will sponsor a sevena-side tournament in Boston and
the Fairfield Club will send a
seven man contingent to compete.
Looking for a chance to resurrect
.the season, this team could take a
few honors, as this type of tour":
nament is made to order for the
Stags. However, the competition
will be extremely tough with
teams from MIT, Dartmouth,
Yale, Harvard, Brown and the
Business School itself.
The Lineups:
A
B
Kelly
Walsh
Swanhaus
Perry
Campbell
Sullivan
Hagen
Quinn
Peddicord
B. Sullivan
STAGS JOHN SULLIVAN, Jeff Campbell and Joe Card surround a
Card
McDermott
hapless Manhattan ball carrier.. Manhattan won 16-5.
Fallon
Fuller
--------------t--::--:::-::--::-:-:-----::--:-:::---t. Freeman
Reddington
the efforts of the very fast Stag
Ciacci.
The Rugby Club's spring seaCook
backs. Ciacci's run came from
Kelly
ion came to a dismal close on
Corbett
personal second and third effort
Sullivan
l1ay 9th before a Dogwood FestiRiley
as the bullish back broke through
Gatti
'al crowd at the Stag "pitch"
Schleuter
1
several
tackles
enroute
to
his
Malley
lext to the pond. In a grueling
McGoldrick
score. Scully's score came off a
J. Sullivan
:ontest, characterized by much
Greeley
nifty set of runs characterized
Bender
cicking on either side and soaring
Hammer
.emperatures, the Stags wilted
lefore the Manhattan Rugby Club,
l6-5.
Manhattan dominated the first
lalf of the game, shutting out
:he home team throughout that
stanza. The game might have been
a different story had not an obstruction (blocking) penalty been
~alled as AI Sullivan broke into
:he clear on the opening kickJff, but such was the case and
:he Stag ruggers entered the secInd half at the short end of the'
;tick.
Excellent ball handling brought
he home teaill' their only score
. Jf. the game as frosh Mike Kelly
l,Ient over for the try and Dan
iatti kicked the two-point con·ersion. Unfortunately, the Mancattan serum preserved the ball
nd the ball game as well, Manattan winning it 16-5.
One week earlier on the same
ield, the stags lost their second
ngagement of the season with
lrown University by a score of
l4-6. Tries were scored for
'CAPTAIN PETE FALLON AND
<'airfield by DougCiacci on a long
JOHN BENDER double up on an
'un and by frosh Pat Scully.
already dOUbled-up Manhattan
In this game, the Stag serum
back, as John Sullivan nonchalelivered the ball often but a very
lantly observes the scene.
leavy Brown rush often nUllifi~

7"

Last Friday, May 8, the University of Hartford defeated the
baseball squad 4-3 at the Hartford campus.
The Stags played an imprel?sive
gam'~, collecting eight hits for the
day and seemed to have the game
under control until the last of
the eighth when two costly runs
were given up.
In the third inning, Ed Boulos
singled and took thrid on Skoczias' double. Bart Rossi then
singled driving in both runs. Bart
also homered in the fifth inning,
collecting all three runs batted in
for the afternoon.
The stags were ahead 3-2 going
into the bottom of the eighth.
The opposing pitcher reached
first on an error-'and scored on a
long single to right field. The
base-runner advanced to third
base on the catcher's single and
came around to score the winning
tally on Parillo's balk. Parillo
had been pitching a good game up
.to this point as hard luck again
frustrated the Stags.
Bart Rossi had two hits for
four. at bats and collected all
the r.b.i.'s for the Stag cause.
In a Collegiate League game,
on April 30, the Stags were
downed by the University of
Bridgeport, 8-6, on the home
field.
Pitcher Chris Parillo tried to .
avenge his no-hit loss ot this
same team just one-and-a-half
weeks before but sloppy fielding
which yielded seven errors was
too much to overcome.
The stags scored once in the
third inning on SkocZlas' single
to left and took second on an
.infield error. He scored on Captain Dick Robinson's single. The
batmen crossed the plate thre~

times in the fifth as Skoczylas '
singled to left which was followed by three free passes to
Mike' Kelley, Dick Robinson, and
AI Vestro. Vestro's walk forced
in the first run. Bob Batch
knocked in the second run with an
infield grounder to Short-steip,
sending Robinson to third base.
Robinson scooted home for the
final run of the inning on the
pitcher's wild pitch. Another run
was picked up in· the seventh inning as a hard-hit double to deep
left field by Bob Batch sent in
Vestro from first who had
reached first on a walk. The final
run of the game was Don Pijar's
tremendous drive over the right
field fence. This was the first
home run of the season for the
batmen.
The Stags played one of their
best' games all season in this
second U.B. contest as the nine
collected seven hits off of U.B.'s
number one hurler, Pete Diatelevi. Also, Skoczylas went an
identical three for five in both
games for fantastic six for ten
in the two games.
On May 2, the Stag nine dropped
a 5-0 contest to the Vikings of
Upsala College, at the East
Organe, New Jersey field.
The batmen managed five hits'
but the four errors committed in
the field were.costly. The bright
spot in the game was Bob Batch's
hitting performance as he went
three for four for the day.
Pitcher Bill McNamara pitched
a good game as the Stags lost
another Collegiate League Game.
On May 4, Long Island University of Brooklyn shut out the
.sta~s 7-0 on a one hitter.

a

(See BASEBALL. pa/5e 7)

WANTED
Ladies and Gentlemen 18 or over

REWARD
A pleasant time of Pocket Billiards
Wed.
Date Night - Escorted Ladies Free

•

SPECIAJL DAYTIME RATES

•

Mr. & Mrs. Billiards
4198 Main Street - Bridgeport, Conn.
Open dciily 1d A.M.-1 A.M. -

Sunday from 2 P.M.

U:NDERCLASSMEN

Remember our BOX STORAGE Dt:AL!
FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Your Bookstore on Campus
CAMPION HALL
Texts. Paperbacks. Jewelry. novelties. wearing apparel,
stationery. assorted cards, gifts, notebooks and other

Leave all your, Woolens, Blankets, Rugs, etc.,
with us this summer.
All you can send, no limit on amount, for
only $4.95 FOR SAFE STORAGE.

school necessities

Delivered to you in September freshly pressed at your usual 'discount. Come in for details.

JIFFY LAUNDROMAT
COIN . OPERATED

Open 24 Hrs. -

20e Wash -

7 Days a Week

lOe Dry

located directly behind A&P liquor store on
THE POST ROAD. FAIRFIELD. CONN.
CLearwater 9-9082

FREE ADMISSION TICKETS TO THE
WORLD'S FAIR ON EVERY STORAGE DEAL!

FAIRFIELD. CLEANERS
255-1068

"FINE CARE FOR YOUR CLOTHES SINCE 1921"

1580 POST ROAD- FAIRFIELD, CONN.

